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A young male lion rests in the branches of a tree in Uganda’s Ishasha sector. This
particular cub was the son of a three male coalition of lions. Credit: Alexander
Richard Braczkowski
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The death of a lion in Kenya's picturesque savannas rarely tugs at
people's hearts, even in a country where wildlife tourism is a key pillar
of the nation's economy. But when one of the most tracked male lions in
Kenya's famous Masaai Mara was killed on 24 July 2023 the world took
notice. Known as Jesse, he was killed during a fight with a coalition of
three male lions from a rival pride, drawing attention to the brutally risky
and dangerous lives of male lions.

Lions are organized in family groups known as a pride. Each pride is
comprised of several related lionesses. One or more adult male lions will
also be present. In the public imagination, male lions are better known
by their popularized image as kings of the jungle. Their bravery,
strength, and size (only tigers are larger) fits this profile.

But in reality, male lions live a life far more vulnerable. One in two male
lions die in the first year of life. From the moment a male lion is born it
faces a gauntlet of challenges—from snakebite and hungry hyenas to
infanticide at the hands of other male lions.

If a male lion makes it out of their first year of life, and then to
independence at around 3, they leave their pride for a period of
nomadism. Nomads lead a dangerous existence, skirting the territories of
established male coalitions. Out there on their own, few will make it to
the age of 10.

At no time, it seems, is the male lion safe. We know from the evidence
collected by the Kenya Wildlife Trust, resident guides, and tourists that
Jesse administered and received many beatings from other male lions.
We also know that Jesse, who lived to the ripe old age of 12, was
eventually killed by three younger, stronger lions. Life comes full circle:
killers frequently become victims themselves, of younger, brasher lions,
or those in larger and thus more powerful coalitions.
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https://nation.africa/kenya/news/jesse-king-of-maasai-mara-dies-in-tragic-rivalry-battle--4316734
https://phys.org/tags/family+groups/
https://phys.org/tags/pride/
https://www.ourendangeredworld.com/are-lions-the-king-of-the-jungle/
https://phys.org/tags/lion/
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=683919633775825&set=a.642108107956978&type=3&ref=embed_post


 

We are three researchers with over 50 years of combined experience in
big cat ecology, conservation, and the complexities of people and
wildlife living together.

We base our commentary on the extensive information gathered by
conservation organizations, independent scientists and tourism guides
working in the Maasai Mara. Information on Jesse has been collected
mainly through sightings data compiled by these entities over time.

Often the survival of male lions will be dictated by the size and strength
of their coalitions, and the make up of the lion landscape at large. This
sometimes has bearing for conservation especially when lions stray out
of national parks or when male lions are hunted after leaving the safety
of a protected area.

The trials of a young lion

A young male lion's biggest threat is his exposure to other male lions that
aren't their father or uncle. A host of studies from the Serengeti in
Tanzania to Zimbabwe show that the most significant single cause of
lion mortality in the first year of a lion's life is attributed to other male
lions that kill them during infanticide.

This involves incoming males seeking out and killing the cubs of other
males or driving young males away, and attempting to take over prides.
Killing cubs accelerates the onset of oestrus in pride females and so is
likely to increase the reproductive success of incoming males.

Most lions that get pushed out of their pride when very young don't
survive.

Cubs that survive to independence—around 3 years of age—must leave
their pride for a period of nomadism. During this time, they join up with
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https://scholar.google.co.uk/citations?view_op=view_citation&hl=en&user=hnAe1zYAAAAJ&citation_for_view=hnAe1zYAAAAJ:F2VeH06lQh8C
https://www.resilientconservation.org/founder-duan-biggs
https://www.annualreviews.org/doi/abs/10.1146/annurev-environ-120920-125536
https://www.annualreviews.org/doi/abs/10.1146/annurev-environ-120920-125536
https://phys.org/tags/national+parks/
https://journals.plos.org/plosone/article?id=10.1371/journal.pone.0073808
https://journals.plos.org/plosone/article?id=10.1371/journal.pone.0073808
https://besjournals.onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1111/1365-2664.12594
https://besjournals.onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1111/1365-2664.12594
https://userpages.umbc.edu/~hanson/Jane'sLions.pdf
https://userpages.umbc.edu/~hanson/Jane'sLions.pdf
https://www.science.org/doi/full/10.1126/science.1257226?casa_token=DNGxjnBmO-EAAAAA%3A6peluEktzB8JVLut4SBuIMDVOMsiM_lBAmv-kAQDlDwEllpBWirZ68LnI-c11jzIN5sV3pder_KVf1rO
https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/pdf/10.1111/oik.01266?casa_token=VqaDeZN7ZI8AAAAA:_vhYFHLGSO1jHTthWAkJaRoitzJrqq_4nMPjeY8xnxJ2yh2qgYfGs1xDOTDJPs8TKcnIFqFLUw-8quTe


 

cousins, brothers, and sometimes unrelated males of similar age to form
what biologists term "coalitions." The power of coalitions increases
dramatically with the size of the group. This power can be defined by the
number of different prides these coalitions are likely to rule, the number
of offspring they will sire, and the number of times they will
successfully be able to defend their prides from violent incursions from
neighboring male lions and their coalitions.

The tradeoff of larger coalitions is a watering down of a male lion's
reproductive opportunities.

Examples of such powerful coalitions include the six-strong Mapogo,
and five-strong Majingilane from South Africa. There is also the Lake
Quintet coalition from Ngorongoro Crater in Tanzania.

Contrastingly, Jesse had only one coalition mate, a lion known as Frank.
The two were strong enough to kick out the duo of Dere and Barrikoi
from the Offbeat pride in May 2014. After his coalition mate Frank
disappeared, Jesse left the Offbeat Pride and led a largely nomadic
lifestyle except when he unsuccessfully tried to take over the Rakero
pride and even fought with his own son Jesse 2.

Three laws of the wild

Mate, protect, fight. These are the three tenets most male animals live
and die by in the animal kingdom and this could not be truer for male
lions. When male lions are in the prime of their lives somewhere
between 5 and 9 years of age they will attempt to have as many cubs as
they can. And they will do their best to protect and guard over as many
prides as possible.

But there is a fine line between holding tenure over many different
prides, and successfully being able to defend them and their young.
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mapogo_lion_coalition
https://secretafrica.com/the-majingilane-lions-of-sabi-sands/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Dg680YugRtc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Dg680YugRtc
https://books.google.com.au/books?hl=en&lr=&id=9IWaqAOGyt4C&oi=fnd&pg=PP1&dq=what+is+the+purpose+of+mammal+life+on+earth&ots=1GBV4cKe6D&sig=5LtExzK4__-My_ZA5CkytjjIKRA&redir_esc=y#v=onepage&q=what%20is%20the%20purpose%20of%20mammal%20life%20on%20earth&f=false
https://books.google.com.au/books?hl=en&lr=&id=9IWaqAOGyt4C&oi=fnd&pg=PP1&dq=what+is+the+purpose+of+mammal+life+on+earth&ots=1GBV4cKe6D&sig=5LtExzK4__-My_ZA5CkytjjIKRA&redir_esc=y#v=onepage&q=what%20is%20the%20purpose%20of%20mammal%20life%20on%20earth&f=false


 

When fights do breakout between male lions they are usually over
territorial and breeding rights.

At times they are mere squabbles between coalition mates. At other
times, the battles are big enough to cause rifts and splits within
coalitions. But in most cases fights are between rival coalitions. During
these fights lions engage in a suite of bodily and olfactory engagements
including posturing, roaring and growling, swatting, and biting, and even
urination and territorial demarcation.

For conservation: Look to the lionesses

When it comes to the conservation of the lion species it is important to
look to the lionesses. They are the sentinels of a populations health,
specifically the number of animals in a group, and more importantly the
ratio of lionesses to lions. Healthy populations can expect ratios of
roughly 2 females for every male, but when under pressure due to
poaching, killings by cattle farmers and a loss of prey these ratios invert
towards males.

The story of Jesse highlights how, in spite of their status as king of the
beasts, lions are vulnerable. While in this instance, the cause of death
was another lion, much more commonly, lions die at the hands of
humans. This can be through being shot or poisoned to protect livestock, 
being poached for their body parts or being caught as by-catch in traps
and snares set for other animals by bushmeat poachers.

On the plus side, the fascinating pride dynamics and trials and
tribulations of individual lions can help capture the public's imagination
and foster a love for the species and other wildlife. Although human
pressures are high, Kenya retains a large lion population and a suite of
iconic wildlife areas. These assets are a great source of pride for many
Kenyans, and rightly so.
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Om5nM54a1Wo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Om5nM54a1Wo
https://besjournals.onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/full/10.1002/2688-8319.12015
https://besjournals.onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/full/10.1002/2688-8319.12015
https://besjournals.onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/full/10.1002/2688-8319.12015
https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s10531-019-01866-w
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0006320723002483
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0006320723002483


 

This article is republished from The Conversation under a Creative
Commons license. Read the original article.
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